Argus Refined
Products Coverage

With more than

Price assessments are a crucial part of keeping the refined
products supply chain moving. If you work in refined products
markets, you need transparent pricing on which you can rely.
For 50 years Argus has been a leading authority of independent
pricing views.

Refined products markets we cover:

Gasoline and
distillates

Marine fuels

Biofuels

Base oils

Jet fuel

Asphalt/bitumen

Delivering unique
in-depth coverage:
Pricing
Consulting
News

Analysis
Data science

Naptha

100+ DEDICATED
REFINED PRODUCTS
EXPERTS GLOBALLY,

Argus can provide the
information you need to
stay competitive in the
marketplace.

All delivered to you in a way
that suits your needs:
Argus Direct

Data feeds

PDFs

Email alerts

Third-party
data partners

We survey the market throughout the day, collecting
data and intelligence to inform our price assessments.

Our price assessments follow a
robust and consistent process.

COMPLIANCE AND
ETHICS PROGRAM

Companies across the full refining
supply chain, from producers to end
users, are buying, selling and trading
oil products on an Argus basis.
They’re looking for a proven
methodology, from a data provider
that they can trust — Argus.
Isn’t it time for you to do the same?

Adherence to IOSCO principles
We develop and apply market-appropriate methodologies to provide
transparent benchmark prices that best reflect the trading activity and
dynamics of the market. We adhere to strict standards of compliance,
ethics and business continuity and invite third-party scrutiny.

Learn more
www.argusmedia.com/oil-products
support@argusmedia.com
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